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one of the leading acting teachers of our time, william esper is also a storyteller,
teacher, and the author of many acting books. he was one of the students of

sanford meisner, who revolutionized the way actors approach their craft. in this
volume, esper reveals the meisner technique in straightforward language that
any actor can understand and use, and offers a succession of short scenes in

which the participants observe and analyze those elements which make up what
he calls the "craft of the actor." unlike most books of acting theory, it is less

concerned with fancy lessons in technique, and more concerned with the art and
craft of making real people change and perform. a book that will enlighten and

broaden your acting knowledge. it is a must-read for every actor, student,
teacher, and director! the author, bill esper, teaches all the crucial and complex

principles of the meisner technique with such clarity, insight and conciseness that
we have never been able to find a better book on the subject. this book is sure to
become a classic like meisner's landmark how to be a star. the passionate, kind,
gentle and clear author and the precise, yet fluid and poetic presentation of the
principles give this little book a warmth and relevance that comes across very
well through the plain yet beautiful jacket of its own. through it, all of us actors

have been and will continue to be profoundly influenced in ways that are already
having a profound effect in our life as actors and in our work as performers. when
the meisner technique—defined as a set of principles— first appeared in the early
1940’s, it was neither cold nor unrelenting as its adherents would like to believe,
and the fact that the author, william esper, is a warm, compassionate man adds

to the relevance of this book. esper’s book is not a "too important to work on
anything else" book. rather, it is a beautiful combination of clarity, clarity, beauty
and clarity. the magic of this book is in its simplicity as it relates the actor’s craft

and making the meisner technique very digestible. esper is very clear in his
writing, and his tone is subtle yet passionately impassioned as he applies his

insights and the book the lessons he learned from long years of experience as a
teacher, performer, method teacher, coach and a husband and father. esper’s

work is warm, generous, even benevolent in its application. esper is the
embodiment of the meisner technique. in his writings, his voice, and his life he is
the living embodiment of the meisner technique. without exception, every actor

of note knows and has worked extensively with his work. he and his teaching
have played a major role in all of my life work in the field of acting and have been

a major influence on every actor i have ever known.
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each chapter builds on the previous one as julie details vital strategies for
everything from letting go of negative thinking patterns to breaking out of ruts.

from finding a sense of belonging to making the most of your days, there's never
an excuse for putting your life on hold until life hands you its very best.' packed
with invaluable tips and stress busting advice that you can apply immediately,
this book is a must-have for anyone who is struggling with putting their life on
hold, whether that is with juggling family life with a crazy demanding career or

finding time to exercise and relax. no need to feel guilty about being a 'grown-up'
either. staying at home with the kids does not mean you cannot look after

yourself or give yourself the well-deserved mental health support. i worked in a
doctor's surgery and it made a stark contrast to some of the places i trained in

and started work at. i'd worked in institutional, ballet, stage and industrial work.
so, it felt like a real breath of fresh air to move to a doctor's surgery. it's always a

bonus when a business is listed in the green and a big tick on your cv. it didn't
stop me from not feeling i was succeeding in the work i did, but i didn't care. i felt
happy, healthy and there was nothing that could break me. i would come home
each day and my husband would tell me what i'd done wrong and how i could
improve. but, i came home each day because i loved what i was doing. i also

came home each day feeling that, if i stuck to it, my son and i would be a team
and we would succeed. i wasn't struggling financially or with day-to-day life. it

was the first time i felt like that could be possible. i had confidence and he
wouldn't have been with me if i didn't have a good attitude, especially when i was

having a blinder of a day. 5ec8ef588b
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